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Abstract
The robotic world is gaining more and more place in our daily life. Nowadays, the robot as an autonomous entity is a common
assistance partner. The robot may assist in different ways, as for instance in navigation, in medical exploration or health
assistance. The main focus of actual research goals is to introduce a robot as a life partner in the human environment. To do so,
the robot must be able to interact with people using the natural human interaction methods. Also, the robot must be able to
understand and be understood and provide the service requested by the user. The aim of this research work is to build a
multimodal fusion and fission engine using the semantic web. This multimodal system will be applied on a wheelchair with a
manipulated arm to help people with disabilities interact with their main tool of movement and their environment. This work
focuses on building a multimodal interaction fusion and fission engine to better understand the multimodal inputs using the
concept of ontology while taking into consideration the context.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction
The robot in general may be an entertainment object or a useful one like a toy or a work tool, but also a life
changing tool for a category of people like those with disabilities. In fact, the robot can act like a personal helper in
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some way when used to help people with disabilities to interact with their environment. The aim of our work is to
build a robot interaction system using the concept of ontology while taking into consideration the context. Our case
study will be the conception of an interaction system between the wheelchair (which is the robot in our case) and a
person. Indeed, the wheelchair user will be able to interact with his main tool of living by requesting a service using
multiple modalities such as the voice, gesture, eye gaze…etc. We have chosen to build the fusion and fission engine
using the concept of ontology. The ontology will be the knowledge base of our system. This choice is guided by the
fact that the use of ontology will ensure the usability and the openness of the system. The robot, which becomes an
intelligent system, will be able to understand the environment in which events are detected by sensors. This system
must be able to merge events in order to understand a situation and be able to decide, act and perform different
services1.The work presented in this article is the continuation of our previous work1. In that previous work, we
presented the fusion engine that allowed the system to understand the users request and merge the information
according to the context using a rule based fusion engine. Hence, we will focus here on the second part on our global
system which is the fission engine.
2. Related work
In recent years, multimodal fusion is gaining attention of researchers of various domains due to the benefits of using
multimodal inputs and outputs. Multimodality provides access to various modalities, and their use based upon
accessibility and availability 1. Furthermore, the fission process which consists of subdividing the results of the
fusion engine into elementary subtask is very important in a multimodal interaction. We found a work on
multimodal fusion, fission and virtual reality simulation for an ambient robotic intelligence 2. In this work, the
authors designed fusion and fission agents that communicates with the semantic web using the EKRL language.
“Programming the agents is done by reusing default concepts and models, and by adding specific query models in
the agent memory using the memory editor” 2. Also, in the work on adapting multimodal fission to user’s abilities 3
the authors are building a gentle user interfaces for elderly people (GUIDE) to enhance the interaction between
humans and computers. Their fission engine follows three tasks: message construction, modality selection and
output coordination. This work3 is based on the What-Which-How-Then (WWHT) 4 conceptual model for
multimodal interaction that describes the lifecycle of a multimodal presentation through its evolution within a
perpetual change of an interaction context. Also, for the smart home dialog management, we find 5 the description of
an integration of multimodal fusion and fission with an SCXML dialog manager. The authors employed open source
software components that satisfied the W3CMMI architectural recommendation. Moreover, the nomination of the
benefit of the combination of multiple modalities on the input and output side of a multimodal system is presented
by Oviatt and Cohen 6. The benefit reside in making the system more robust and the probability of errors is reduced.
Furthermore, we find the combination of multimodal fusion and fission for a dialog management 7. The authors
present their work on a companion system’s ability of interaction and communication. The system presented is a
context adaptive approach for multimodal interaction using a layered context model. Likewise, a context aware
approach 8 for the multimodal feedback generation in a smart environment is presented by Perroud et al. In this
work, the NAIF (Natural Ambient Intelligence Framework) that allows the creation of smart environments is used
for the multimodal output generation. Finally, we find a study on multimodal interaction within an ambient
environment 9. Actually, this work is an exploratory study to determine the relationship between the input and
output modalities and how the output modalities may influence the choice of the input modalities used by a user.
Based to the works mentioned above we aim to present an innovative work for the control of a wheelchair with a
manipulated arm by a multimodal ontology-based fusion and fission engine using the WWHT model 4. This choice
is guided by the fact that the use of ontology allows the full description of the environment of a user and takes into
consideration its context. It provides an easy access to information and allows the possibility of reusing it and allows
us to introduce fusion and fission rules to facilitate the fusion and fission process according to predefined models in
the ontology. We have chosen to use a rule based fusion and fission engine because it allows a good temporal
alignment between different modalities and is often used to better estimate the state of a moving object 1.
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3. Proposed Architecture
Like presented in  the representation of our system architecture approach is a multimodal fusion and service
composition (Fission) engine. The fusion engine will be associated with an assistant robot. In this case, the robot is a
wheelchair with a manipulator arm used by persons with disabilities to interact with the environment and to provide
them services. The user can use multimodal inputs, such as speech, gesture, etc. to request a service. The proposed
system will take into account the contextual information and combine it with the inputs modalities. When the fusion
is made, the composition service engine will subdivide the fusion results and send it to output modalities to answer
the request of the user. Our proposed fusion and fission engines are based on the mechanism of precondition. The
preconditions are satisfied by checking the semantic, the vocabulary, the model and the temporal aspect by
continuously returning to the ontology which is the knowledge base of our system. Our ontology will be the base of




We use ontology to describe the environment of a user. The ontology will serve as the knowledge base of the global
multimodal system. This concept allows taking into consideration a large number of elements that describes the
user's environment. Also, it allows the integration of rules that must be taken into account during the fusion and
fission process. These rules will be stored in the ontology using the semantic web rule languages SWRL (for rules)
and SQWRL (for queries) based on W3C standards. To achieve this, we use the open source tool PROTEGE
(www.protege.stanford.edu). This tool allows the conception of ontology and the integration of rules for the fusion
and the fission engine 1. The description of the environment using the concept of ontology is presented in ig.2.
The Ontology is a hierarchical presentation of the environment composed of classes, subclasses, individuals and
properties. We have chosen to describe the environment of our system (which is the environment of the user) by
defining ten classes. The class Thing is an automatic super class created by PROTÉGÉ. The class “Environment” is
the superclass that contain the class “Vocabulary” that can be used by the user when requesting services. The class
“Time” for the definition of the command and modality times. The class “Context” which describes the
environmental context, the health context, the system context and the user’s context. For instant, the environmental
context represents the noise, the light, the temperature and the weather conditions. The class “Alarm” is for
triggering an alarm when detection a problem. The classes “Input Modality” and “Output Modalities” are for the
modalities used as inputs when emitting a request and the output modalities are those used for answering the
request. The “Surroundings” are all the objects, people and places that can be found in the surroundings of the user.
The class “Fusion Models” is composed of models used by the fusion engine when merging inputs information 1.
Finally, the class “Fission pattern” is composed of the possible solutions that the fission engine might use when
subdividing the fusion result into unimodal tasks sent to output modalities. We have chosen to define nine solutions,
they are presented in Fig.3. For instance, if the command is “Put the pen there”, the appropriate fission solution will
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be the fission solution 2 which is composed of for individuals connected with the object property has_Next_F2. The
solution is: Move to object position grab object  move to position drop object.
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However, we will focus in this work on the fission engine, the global ontology that describes our system and the
fusion engine are presented in our previous work 1. Furthermore, we will assume in this work that the fusion engine
has merged the information and has sent them to the fission engine. Based on that, we will present the composition
of the fission engine and the results of the fission process
4. Fission Engine
The fusion engine allows the merging of information obtained from the environment, such as the modalities and
the contextual information. Indeed, based on the contextual information the fusion engine will understand the
request emitted by the user, find the corresponding model predefined in the knowledge base (ontology) and proceed
to the fusion. The merged information will be sent to the fission engine to be subdivided into elementary subtasks
while taking into consideration the contextual information. Also, the system will check the availability of the
modalities by checking the knowledge base (ontology) and send the fission result to the available output modalities.
These basic commands will be sent to outputs modalities based on their availability. Fission models are defined in
the ontology by two parts, namely a problem and a solution. The problem is the command issued by the user and
obtained by the fusion engine while the solution is composed of all possible sub-tasks for that command.
Furthermore, the output modalities used in our system are: Screen, Speaker, wheels and robotic arm. These will be
deactivated according to the state of the context. For instance, if the user made an uncomplete request the system
will let the user know by sending a message on the screen or by using the speaker. By completing this process the
system will be able to provide the service requested by the user.
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The fission engine used in our system is based on the WWHT model 1. The WWHT model allows the fission
engine to subdivide the results of the fusion engine by answering the questions: “What”, “Which”, “How” and
“Then”. Indeed, the four questions are : “(i) What is the information to render, (ii) Which fission solution should we
utilize to present this information, (iii) How to roll out the information applying these modalities and (iv) Then, how
to manage the progress of the deriving presentation” 5.
In our case, the answers of the questions are:
• “What”: refer to what did the system detect. It will be the result of the fusion engine
• “Which”: the system will decide which solution the fission engine should use for subdividing the fusion result.
• “How”: the system will subdivide the fusion result using the fission solution selected from the predefined
solutions stored in the ontology.
• “Then”: Select the appropriate output modalities depending on the context information, for instance: if the user is
deaf, then the sound modality will be deactivated.
For the purpose of this paper, we have chosen to present the result of the example “Take me there”. This example
uses two kinds of inputs modalities, the voice for “Take”, “me” and “there” and the gesture for the position
designated by “there”. The output modality that will be used are the wheels for the movement of the wheelchair.
When using the WWHT model for the fission engine, the “What” question will refer to the information obtained
from the fusion engine. We assume that the fusion engine has successfully merged the input modalities and the
result obtained after lunching the Protégé reasoner is shown in Fig.4. As shown in Fig.4, the fusion engine has not
only merged correctly the input modalities, but also answered the question “Which” by giving the fission solution
that has to be used for the fission process, in our case it’s the solution 4.
Fig. 4. The result of the fusion engine
Now that the fission solution has been identified, for answering the question “How” the system has to find the
corresponding fission solution and run it. We have defined nine solutions that describes fission examples according
to the fusion process. Indeed, the fusion process uses models predefined in the ontology to merge the inputs events.
According to a fusion model, the fission engine will subdivide the result using a predefined solution defined in the
ontology.  Each solution has its own query defined in the SWRL tab of Protégé. Going back to Fig.4, when merging
the information, the fusion engine conclude that the fission solution corresponding to our example is the fission
solution 4. When executing this query, the system subdivide the results of the fusion engine into elementary tasks.
The result is presented in Fig.5. For instance, the example “Take me there” will be the solution of the model 4 which
is:
Fission solution 4: Detect position Move to position
For the question “Then”, the fission engine will check the context by using the SQWRL query that will select the
output modalities and decide which output modality can be used according to the state of the context. Let us assume
that the wheelchair user only has motor difficulties. Assume further that the light level is higher than the minimum
acceptable value and that the noise level is less than the maximum acceptable value. Furthermore, the battery is fully
charged and the user is in a good health situation. In this case, no output modality will be deactivated. We have
chosen these value to avoid the system not completing the fission process because of the non-availability of an
output modality. The SQWRL query result is presented in Fig.6. The selection of output modalities is done by
checking the state of the context. Indeed, the system continuously retrieves context information from the
environment and compare them with modalities selection conditions in the ontology. If a modality deactivation
condition is met the system will deactivated the corresponding output modality.
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The final selection of output modalities is obtained as follow:
systemOntology:hasValue(?NotAvailable, ?Ans)  swrlb:equal(?Ans, 1)  tbox:isDirectSubClassOf(?Class1,
systemOntology:Output_Modality)  abox:hasIndividual(?Class1, ?Available)  tbox:notEqualTo(?NotAvailable,
?Available)   sqwrl:selectDistinct(?NotAvailable, ?Available)
Finally, by answering these four question the system is able to send the subdivided tasks to the corresponding
output actuators. This means that the fission process is completed and the user request “Take me there” is answered.
Fig. 5. Fission solution
Fig. 6. Output modality selection
5. Validation
We have presented above the fission engine that is able to subdivide the information obtained from the fusion
engine to elementary subtasks and send the command to the available output modality. To validate our approach, we
have chosen to use Colored Petri Nets (CPN). Indeed, the validation is a very important step in the development
process of a real time system. We have chosen to validate the process with colored petri nets by using a software
tools that support the graphical construction and visualization of models. In our study, we use the CPN-Tools
(University of Aarhus 2012) to explore the behavior of the architecture mode. The figure Fig. 7 shows the fission
engine build for the example “Take me there”. Indeed, we have chosen to present in this work the validation using
the example “Take me there” to validate our approach, the global validation will be presented in a future work.
The fission engine is presented on Fig. 7. In fact, the Fusion engine being the input of the fission engine, the
system has to find the appropriate patterns and subdivide the fusion result into elementary subtasks. This check will
be done in the transition “Fission”. The result will be sent to the place “Fission Final Solution”. This place is
connected with the ontology and the output modalities will be deactivated according the state of the context
predefined in the ontology. Recall that the input modalities are merged using the fusion engine, the appropriate
fission solution is concluded. Thereby, according to that solution, the fission engine uses predefined patterns in the
ontology to subdivide the fusion result into elementary subtask. The Final result of the Fusion and Fission engine is
presented in Fig8.
The words “Take”, “me” and “There” are generated by the place “Input” and sent to the rest of the architecture.
These words are the inputs modalities used by the user in our example to request a service. These inputs will be
checked by comparing them to predefined vocabulary in the ontology. When the vocabulary is accepted, the context
will be checked to select the available modalities. For instance if the environment is too noisy, the vocal modality
will be deactivated and the vocal input rejected. In our example, all the context information are accepted. Then, the
modality time and the full command time are checked. If one of them is greater than the accepted values the
example will be rejected. In our case both times are accepted. Then, the example model is built to compare with the
predefined models in the ontology. By models we mean the classes were they are defined in the ontology. For
instance “Take” is in the class “Words for tracking”, “me” is in the class “person” and “there” is in the class
“Location”. So the corresponding model is “Wft p L” (Words for tracking person location). If this combination is
found in the ontology the example will be accepted, otherwise the example will be rejected and a feedback will be
sent.
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Fig.7. Petri net describing the Fission engine for the example “Take me there”
Fig. 8. Fusion and Fission engines for the example “Take me there”
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Now that the vocabulary, the time and the model are accepted, the fusion can be done using the fusion engine.
Indeed, the fusion process is done by merging the inputs modalities, in our example the inputs modalities will be
linked into one phrase “Take me there” using the models defined in the ontology and sent to the fission engine.
When merging the inputs modalities, the fusion engine provides the corresponding fission solution. So the fission
engine has to find the subtasks defined in the ontology according to the solution provided by the fusion engine.
When these subtasks are found, the fission engine will subdivide the fusion result and send the results to the place
“Fission context result”. Finally, a context verification has to be done again to select the available output modalities.
For our example, all the output modalities are available and the command is sent to the place “Command” like
presented in fig.8. The result is presented as follow: (the example number, the number of the solution, “the fusion
engine result”, “the output modality used”, “the fission solution model number”, “and the fission solution result”).
6. Conclusion
We have described in this paper the fission engine used for the multimodal command of a wheelchair with a
manipulated arm using the concept of ontology. We aimed to facilitate the interaction between the user of the
wheelchair and the system. To accomplish this, a multimodal interaction system is used in order to give a more
natural way of communication with the system. We use the concept of ontology because it facilitates integration and
description of all entities present in the environment of a user, the user’s specification (such as handicap type or
name) and the model used in the fission engine. We believe that the use of ontology allowed a full description of the
environment and made the system more open by allowing the addition or the removal of entities at any time
according to the needs of the user.
Furthermore, our fusion and fission engines are based on the mechanism of precondition. The preconditions must
be met before the process can be made. These preconditions are satisfied by checking the semantic, the vocabulary,
the model and the temporal aspect. By using the ontology as a knowledge base for the fusion and fission engine, we
have ensured the reusability of the information at any time. Thereby, our proposed architecture is a complete system
that is able to merge input information using the fusion engine and subdivide these results into unimodal tasks using
the fission engine and send them to the available output modality
Our validation using Petri net allowed us to execute the command and visualize it. By defining an input example
we were able to follow the fusion and the fission process. Indeed, the fusion engine merged the input modalities and
sent the fusion result to the fission engine. The fission engine successfully subdivided the information into
elementary subtask and sent the result to output modalities. Our fusion and fission engines have successfully treated
the users request by using the ontology as a knowledge base and following the WWHT model.
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